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Unit 2 
Section 1  Uniform Circular Motion
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Uniform Circular Motion

An object with uniform circular motion is an object that travels 
at constant speed in a circular path.
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Horizontal Circular Motion
Imagine you are looking down on a circular track with an object 
travelling counterclockwise.

CCW

v1

v3

The object's velocity at any point is 
always drawn tangent to  the circular 
path.  The object's speed is constant.

CCW

 
ac1

Centripetal acceleration
is always directed toward
the center of the circular
path.

centripetal > centerseeking

ac4

ac3

ac2

v2

v4
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Centripetal Force

 

CCW

Fc1

Fc = mac

Fc2

Fc4

Fc3

Centripetal force is a net force that causes centripetal acceleration.  
Fc may be a tension, force of friction, force of gravity or a combination 
of force components that point along the radial direction.
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v = d
       t

v > speed (m/s)
r > radius (m)
T > period (s)

ac = v2
       r

2

= 4π2r  = 4π2rf2
     T2               =

          r2

                       T = 1      where
                            f

f > frequency (Hz) and

Constant Speed:

Formulas  Horizontal Circular Motion

1Hz = 1s1

v = 2πr 
        T

d = C = 2πr
     t = T

v = 2πrf
v > speed (m/s)
r > radius (m)
f > frequency (Hz)

ac > magnitude of centripetal acceleration (m/s2)
v > speed (m/s)
r > radius (m)
T > period (s)
f > frequency (Hz)

Fc = mac = mv2 = 4mπ2r  = 4mπ2rf2
                      r           T2              

                    

Fc > magnitude of centripetal force (N)
m > mass (kg)
ac > magnitude of centripetal accleration (m/s 2)
v > speed (m/s)
r > radius (m)
T > period (s)
f > frequency (Hz)

f = #
      t
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Unbanked Curves and Centripetal Force

When a car travels around a flat curve 
(unbanked curve), the centripetal force 
keeping the car on the curve comes from 
the static friction between the road and the 
tires.  (It is static and not kinetic friction 
because the tires are not slipping with 
respect to the radial direction.)  If static 
friction is insufficient given the speed and 
radius of the turn, the car will skid off the 
road.

 

Fc = Ffs

 

N

W

flat surface

Example:  

If the maximum speed at which a car can safely navigate 
an unbanked turn of radius 50.0 m is 21.0 m/s, what is the 
coefficient of static friction?   (μs = 0.900)

v > speed (m/s)
μs > coefficient of static friction
r > radius of curve (m)
g = 9.80 m/s2

Fc = Ffs

mv2 = μsN
  r

mv2 = μsW
  r

mv2 = μsmg
  r

   v2 = μsgr

   v = √rgμs
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Banked Curves and Centripetal Force

The reliance on friction can be 
eliminated completely for a 
given speed if a curve is banked 
at an angle relative to the 
horizontal.
*  Assume a frictionfree banked curve.

θ

W

N
 

Nx

Ny

θ

We'll need two equations to derive a formula for this type of 
problem.

Fc  = Nx

mv2 = Nsinθ
  r

W = Ny

mg = Ncosθ

v2 = sinθ
gr    cosθ

v2 = tanθ
gr    

v2 = grtanθ    

v = √rgtanθ    
Example:

The turns in a track have a maximum radius at the top of 316 m 
and are banked steeply.  If a car travels at a speed of 43 m/s, 
what is the angle of the curve with respect to the horizontal?   
Assume the turn is frictionless.  (31o)

m = rNsinθ
           v2

m = Ncosθ
            g

rNsinθ
    v2

=  Ncosθ
         g
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Circular Motion: Unbanked and Banked Curves


1. A car rounds an unbanked curve (radius = 92 m) without skidding at a speed of 


      26 m/s.  What is the smallest possible coefficient of static friction between the


      tires and the road?  (0.75)


2. At what angle should a curve of radius 150 m be banked so cars can travel safely at 25 m/s without relying on friction?  (23o)


3. A curve of radius 120 m is banked at an angle of 18o.  At what speed can it be negotiated under icy conditions when friction is neglected?  (20 m/s)


4. A car is safely negotiating an unbanked circular turn at a speed of 21 m/s.  The maximum static frictional force acts on the tires.  Suddenly, a wet patch in the road reduces the maximum static frictional force a factor of three.  If the car is to continue safely around the curve, to what speed must the driver slow the car?  


            (12 m/s)


5. On a banked race track, the smallest circular path on which cars can move has a radius of 112 m, while the largest has a radius of 165 m, as the drawing illustrates.  The height of the outer wall is 18 m.  Find the smallest and largest speed at which cars can move on this track without relying on friction.  (19 m/s, 23 m/s)












6. Two curves on a highway have the same radii.  However, one is unbanked and the other is banked at an angle (.  A car can safely travel along the unbanked curve at a maximum speed vo under conditions when the coefficient of static friction between the tires and the road is 0.81.  The banked curve is frictionless, and the car can negotiate it at the same maximum speed vo.  Find the angle ( of the banked curve.  (39o)


112 m





165 m





18 m
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Projectiles – Problems


1. Fizzicks jumps off a diving board with a horizontal velocity of +3.1 m/s and lands in the water 


       1.8 s later.  How high was the diving board and how far from the edge of the board did he land?  


       (16 m, 5.6 m)


2. A ball bearing traveling with constant speed rolls off a lab bench that is 0.928 m high.  If it hits the ground 0.422 m from the edge of the bench, how fast was the ball bearing rolling across the table initially?  (0.970 m/s)


3. Johnny shoots a stone horizontally with a velocity of +25 m/s from his slingshot while standing on the roof of a building on his father’s farm.  When he dropped an identical stone from the same spot, it took 1.85 s to hit the ground.  What was the height of the building?  (16.8 m)


4. A stone is thrown horizontally from a cliff 15.0 m high.


a) The initial velocity is +24.0 m/s.  How far from the base of the cliff does the stone strike the ground?  (42.0 m)


b) What is the final vertical velocity of the stone just before the stone hits the ground?  


       (-17.1 m/s)


c) Calculate the velocity of the stone just before the stone hits the ground?  


       (29.5 m/s, 35.5o S of E)


5. A cannon ball is fired from a cannon.  If the initial horizontal and vertical components of the velocity are +32 m/s and +27 m/s respectively, at what angle was the cannon ball launched and at what speed was it fired?  (40o to the horizontal, 42 m/s)


6. A projectile fired at an angle remains in the air for 8.42 s after it is fired.  The initial horizontal component of its velocity is +150 m/s.


a) How far forward did the projectile move forward before it hit the ground?  (1.26 x 103 m)


b) How long after being fired did it reach its maximum height?  (4.21 s)


7. A ball is thrown from the top of one building toward the wall of a second taller building 15.2 m away.  The ball is thrown with an initial velocity of 6.10 m/s at an angle of 40.0o to the horizontal.  How far below its original position does the ball hit the second building?  (39.1 m below its original position)


8. A baseball player throws a ball from center field to home plate with a velocity of 35.0 m/s at an angle of 30.0o with the ground.  Assuming the ball is caught at the same height at which it was thrown, calculate the horizontal distance traveled by the ball before it is caught.  (108 m)


9. A projectile is fired with an initial velocity of 75.2 m/s at an angle of 34.5o above the horizontal along a long flat firing range.  Determine the


a) maximum height reached by the projectile (92.7 m)


b) range of the projectile (539 m)


c) speed of the projectile 1.50 s after being fired (68.0 m/s)


LEVEL 1


10. A hockey player hits a puck with his hockey stick and the puck is launched at an angle of 45o to the ice surface.  The puck hits the ice 35 m down the length of the rink.  Find the velocity of the puck when it left the hockey stick.  (19 m/s at 45o to the horizontal)


11. Text, Page 549 PP #14.
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Chapter 11 – Projectile and Circular Motion


Problems – Circular Motion


1.   An electric train moving at constant speed on a circular track of radius 1.0 m


      goes around the track every 10 s.  What is the centripetal acceleration of the


      train?


2.   A plane flying at a constant speed in a circular path of radius 5500 m completes  


               one revolution every 485 s.


a) What is the speed of the plane?


b) What is the acceleration of the plane?


      3.   A stone attached to a string 2.0 m long is whirled in a horizontal circle.  At what    


            speed must the stone move for its centripetal acceleration to equal to g?


      4.   The blade of a fan is 0.20 m long and makes 20 revolutions per second.  What  


            acceleration is experienced by a particle at the end of the blade?


      5.   An electron moves in a circular path of radius 0.20 m at a constant speed of 


   2.0 x 106 m/s.


a) What is the period of its motion?


b) What is its centripetal acceleration?


      6.   An object moving a long a circular path at a constant speed of 8.0 m/s completes 


            one trip around the circle in 5.0 s.


a) What is the radius of the circle?


b) What is the acceleration of the object? 


       7.   A student attaches a mass of 0.5 kg to one end of a rope.  The student then 


             swings the mass in a horizontal circle having a radius of 1 m so that the 


             tangential speed is 4 m/s.  What centripetal force must be exerted on the mass to 


             keep it moving in a circle?


       8.   An artificial satellite has a period of 5.6 x 103 s and an orbital radius of 


             6.8 x 106 m.  If its mass is 2.0 x 103 kg, what is the centripetal force keeping it in


             orbit?


      9.   If a 620 kg racecar takes 15.2 s to travel at constant speed once around a circular


            race track of 50.0 m radius, what are the centripetal acceleration of the car and 


            centripetal force exerted by the track on the car’s tires?


      10.  A knight holds a 1.6 m chain attached to 10.0 kg mace.  He whirls the mace in a


            circle.  If the mace has a frequency of 0.20 Hz, what is the centripetal 


            acceleration of the mace and the tension in the chain?


Answers




1. The centripetal acceleration of the train is 0.39 m/s2.


2. a) The speed of the plane is 71.2 m/s.


    b)The acceleration of the plane is 0.922 m/s2.


3. Its speed must be 4.4 m/s.


4.The particle experiences an acceleration of 3.2 x 103 m/s2.


5. a) The period is 6.3 x 10-7 s.


    b) The centripetal acceleration is 2.0 x 1013 m/s2.


6.a)The radius of the circle was 6.4 m.


   b)The acceleration of the object is 10 m/s2.


7. The centripetal force is 8 N.


8. The centripetal force is 1.7 x 104 N.


9. The centripetal acceleration and centripetal force are 8.53 m/s2 and 5.29 x 103 N


10.The centripetal acceleration is 2.5 m/s2 and the tension in the chain is 25 N.
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Worksheet – Unbanked and Banked Curve Problems



1.  A car rounds an unbanked curve (radius = 92 m) without skidding at a speed of 26 m/s.

     What is the smallest possible coefficient of static friction between the tires and the road?

     [0.75]



2.  The coefficient of static friction between the tires of a motorcycle and the road is 0.56.  At

     a speed of 19 m/s, what is the radius of the tightest unbanked turn that the driver can hope to

     handle? [65.8 m]



3. At what angle should a curve of radius 150 m be banked, so that cars can travel safely at

    25 m/s without relying on friction? [23°]



4.  At what angle should a 40 m curve be banked if no friction is required to prevent a car from 

     slipping when traveling at a speed of 15 m/s? [30°]



5.  A car of mass 2000 kg rounds a circular turn of radius 20 m. If the road is flat and the 

     coefficient of friction is 0.7 between the tires and the road, how fast can the car go without

     skidding? [11.7 m/s]



6.  A curve of radius 120 m is banked at an angle of 18°. At what speed can it be negotiated 

     under icy conditions in which the friction is negligible? [19.5 m/s]



7.  The unbanked arc of a turn on a race track has a radius of 200 m.  It is designed so that

      the coefficient of friction between the track and the tires is 0.80.  If the race cars have

      masses of 1000 kg, find

      (a) the force of friction

      (b) the maximum speed the cars may travel without skidding

      (c) the maximum centripetal acceleration

      [7840 N, 39.6 m/s, 7.84 m/s2]



8.  A car is safely negotiating an unbanked circular turn at a speed of 21 m/s.  The maximum 

     static frictional force acts on the tires.  Suddenly, a wet patch in the road reduces the 

     maximum static frictional force a factor of three.  If the car is to continue safely around the

     curve, to what speed must the driver slow the car?   [12 m/s]



9.  Two curves on a highway have the same radii.  However, one is unbanked and the other is 

     banked at an angle .  A car can safely travel along the unbanked curve at a maximum speed

     vo under conditions when the coefficient of static friction between the tires and the road is 

     0.81.  The banked curve is frictionless, and the car can negotiate it at the same maximum

     speed vo.  Find the angle  of the banked curve.  [39o]
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